Effects of tyrosine kinase inhibition on bone metabolism: untargeted consequences of targeted therapies
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Abstract

Tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) are at the forefront of molecular-targeted therapies for cancer. With the advent of imatinib for the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia, a new wave of small-molecule therapeutics redefined the oncologic treatment to become chronically administered medications with tolerable side-effect profiles compared with cytotoxic agents. Effects on bone mineral metabolism were observed during early imatinib treatment, in the form of hypophosphatemia with increased urinary phosphorus excretion. This finding led to detailed investigations of off-target effects responsible for changes in bone cell maturation, activity, and impact on bone mass. Subsequently, another BCR-Abl inhibitor (dasatinib), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) inhibitors (sorafenib and sunitinib) as well as rearranged during transfection (RET) inhibitors (vandetanib and cabozantinib) were developed. Inhibition of bone resorption appears to be a class effect and is likely contributed by TKI effects on the hematopoietic and mesenchymal stem cells. As long-term, prospective, clinical outcomes data accumulate on these targeted therapies, the full extent of off-target side effects on bone health will need to be considered along with the significant benefits of tyrosine kinase inhibition in oncologic treatment.
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Introduction

With the discovery of tyrosine kinase signaling through the insulin receptor in the 1970s, a new field of scientific inquiry and therapeutic opportunity opened that is actively developing into treatments for multiple types of cancer. The discovery of BCR-Abl kinase activation as the pathognomonic translocation in the Philadelphia chromosome in turn marked the era of molecular diagnostics and therapeutics in oncology. Imatinib binds to the ATP-binding site of a select group of protein tyrosine kinases including BCR-Abl, thereby preventing ATP-binding and subsequently inhibiting kinase activity. Imatinib is recognized as a paradigm shift from cytotoxic therapy to ‘targeted therapy’ of molecular alterations in chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML; Buchdunger et al. 1996, Druker et al. 1996). The use of tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) soon led to observations regarding off-target effects of these medications via non-selective inhibition of additional tyrosine kinases or other pharmacological effects. Changes in bone metabolism, a now well-described side effect of imatinib, were first reported in patients receiving long-term therapy who were noted to have laboratory evidence of hypophosphatemia with concomitant phosphaturia and decreased biochemical markers of both bone formation (osteocalcin) and/or resorption (urine N-telopeptide (NTX)) (Berman et al. 2006). This study
led to subsequent in vitro and in vivo analyses of the impact of imatinib on bone mineral metabolism. With the development of subsequent BCR-Abl inhibitors, such as dasatinib, hypophosphatemia persisted as a side effect, suggesting a drug class effect on phosphate metabolism due to off-target effects on osteoblasts and osteoclasts. With prospective study of imatinib, decreases in calcium and phosphate, secondary hyperparathyroidism, a transient increase in bone formation markers, and a decrease in bone resorption markers were noted (O'Sullivan et al. 2009). Newer generation TKIs (VEGFi and RETi) or ‘multikinase’ inhibitors for disease processes as varied as CML to thyroid cancer may also have off-target effects on bone metabolism that will need to be elucidated through molecular and cellular studies with attention also to long-term clinical outcomes (Sherman 2009).

The following review briefly summarizes the known pathophysiology of the tyrosine kinases in bone metabolism as they relate to TKI therapy, focusing on BCR-Abl kinase inhibitors as the founding example and expanding to the additional targets vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and rearranged during transfection (RET). Subsequently, we will cover preclinical and clinical data on known inhibitors of these targets, highlighting clinical outcomes relating to bone metabolism data whenever possible or available.

Lastly, we shall develop general principles from the studied TKIs to be applied to development of future agents. We postulate that the growth inhibition targeted by many TKIs may inhibit bone formation as well as bone resorption. Long-term safety data with each agent class should ideally include studies of bone mineral metabolism and bone mineral density (BMD), a strong predictor of fracture risk) with attention to adverse events indicative of bone fragility to assess the impact of each agent and class.

**Tyrosine kinases in bone metabolism**

**BCR-Abl**

BCR-Abl is the tyrosine kinase found in the pathognomonic Philadelphia chromosome in CML. The BCR-Abl tyrosine kinase results from the translocation of chromosomes 9 and 22 leading to the BCR promoter constitutively activating Abl kinase subsequently producing a continued proliferative signal (Druker et al. 1996). Although imatinib works to inhibit this kinase, BCR-Abl is not thought to be involved in bone metabolism per se. Berman et al. (2006) first reported the occurrence of imatinib-treated patients with hypophosphatemia compared with healthy controls. These findings were accompanied by increases in serum parathyroid hormone (PTH) levels; 25 hydroxyvitamin D (25-OH D) levels were normal in six out of the total sixteen hypophosphatemic patients. Imatinib is thought to influence bone mineral metabolism via inhibition of other tyrosine kinases present on bone cells, including platelet-derived growth factor α (PDGFRα) and PDGFRβ, C-kit, and the C-FMS receptor on monocytes and macrophages as described below.

**C-kit**  C-kit is a transmembrane tyrosine kinase and its activation is implicated in the pathogenesis of gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST). C-kit binds to ligand stem cell factor (SCF) to transduce along the mitogenic pathways of microphthalmia transcription factor (MitF) (Huang et al. 1992). MitF−/− mice show a phenotype of severe osteopetrosis from defective osteoclasts. SCF has been found to stimulate osteoclast precursor proliferation in vitro leading to increase osteoclast numbers (Steingrimsson et al. 1994). The inhibition of c-kit may decrease the number of preosteoclasts as well as inhibit the activity of osteoclasts.

**Platelet-derived growth factor**  PDGF stimulates platelet and cellular proliferation in mesenchymal-derived cells. The corresponding receptor signals through at least two subtypes (α and β) as a tyrosine kinase with downstream effects on the MAPK pathway. The activation of PDGFR is also implicated in the pathogenesis of GIST as is c-kit. In bone metabolism, PDGF stimulates osteoclastogenesis and subsequent bone resorption in mouse calvaria and iliac crest-derived primary human osteoclasts (Hock 1994, Zhang et al. 1998). These effects are thought to be mediated by stimulating the production of osteoclastogenic cytokines, including receptor activator of nuclear factor κB ligand (RANKL) and macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF). PDGFR induces osteoblast activity and proliferation in vitro, but these observations have not translated to in vivo evidence of bone formation by serum markers or bone density (Goodkin & Pierce 1993).

**SRC**  SRC kinase is a soluble tyrosine kinase that is present in normal cells and constitutes the first proto-oncogene described. Its mutated form is present in avian sarcomas and drives proliferation, motility, and adhesion of normal and cancer cells. With respect to bone metabolism, SRC kinase stimulates osteoclastogenesis, osteoclastic activity, and survival, leading to increased bone resorption. The SRC−/− mouse manifests osteopetrosis, indicating decreased osteoclastic activity. Ruffled borders, a cellular characteristic of mature osteoclasts, are present, but there is failure to resorb bone (Soriano et al. 1991).
Macrophage colony-stimulating factor  
M-CSF is a secreted cytokine that causes hematopoietic stem cells to differentiate into macrophages through action on its receptor tyrosine kinase (M-CSFR) also known as c-fms. M-CSF is released by osteoblasts upon PTH stimulation and is a key mediator of osteoclast proliferation and differentiation (Horowitz et al. 1989). Imatinib has been shown to potently inhibit the activation of the colony-stimulating factor-1 (c-fms) receptor by M-CSF in human bone marrow mononuclear cells as shown in Fig. 1 (Dewar et al. 2005).

Vascular endothelial growth factor

As an important component of the angiogenic pathway, VEGF is targeted in cancer in order to decrease perfusion of tumor vasculature. In skeletal development, VEGF mediates blood vessel formation and the vascularization of cartilage into bone (Zelzet et al. 2002, Chet et al. 2006, Schipani et al. 2009). VEGF expression is particularly important in the development of various normal tissues such as bone cartilage as well as in tumor development through the hypoxia inducible factor pathway (Maes et al. 2012). VEGFR is present on both osteoblasts and osteoclasts.

Rearranged during transfection

RET kinase is a tyrosine kinase receptor for a family of neurotrophic ligands. As a protooncogene, its mutation is present in nearly all familial forms of medullary thyroid cancers (MTCs). RET is present in the hematopoietic stem

Figure 1

Effects of tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) on osteoblast and osteoclast lineages. Osteoblasts are derived from mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) – imatinib inhibits proliferation of MSCs. Dasatinib appears to direct differentiation away from the adipocyte lineage and toward the osteoblast lineage. Inhibitors of VEGF (sunitinib and cabozantinib) and of RET (vandetanib) have been shown to impinge on the osteoblast differentiation process in vitro. Terminally differentiated osteoblasts are known as osteocytes and, along with immature osteoblasts, secrete RANKL, the key driver of osteoclast differentiation and activity. The effects of TKIs on osteocytes are unknown. Tonic elevations in PTH cause an increase in RANKL production, which is expected to cause an increase in osteoclast differentiation and activity. However, despite hyperparathyroidism, several TKIs have been shown to inhibit osteoclast activity. Osteoclasts are derived from hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow and stimulated via factors including RANKL to differentiate into mature multinucleated cells. Src kinase has been shown to promote osteoclast differentiation and activity; dasatinib is a potent inhibitor of Src kinase. M-CSF induced differentiation of pre-osteoclasts into mature osteoclasts has been shown to be inhibited by sunitinib and imatinib. Adapted, with permission, from Vandyke K, Fitter S, Dewar AL, Hughes TP & Zannettino ACW 2010a Dysregulation of bone remodeling by imatinib mesylate. Blood 115 766–774.
cell niche and has been reportedly present in the osteoblast cell lines supporting this microenvironment (Gattei et al. 1997). As a driver of the multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2A (MEN2A) syndrome and MTC, RET is associated with hyperparathyroidism occurring in 10–30% of cases after the third decade of life. It is thought that stimulus to parathyroid cell proliferation in MEN2A is related to the expression of the mutant RET protein in parathyroid tissue (Pausova et al. 1996).

## Tyrosine kinase inhibitors

**Imatinib**

Imatinib was initially discovered as part of a small-molecule screen for tyrosine kinase activity and subsequently found with specificity for BCR-Abl kinase. Given the Philadelphia chromosome’s unique role in the pathophysiology of CML, imatinib emerged as a highly specific molecular treatment for the disorder. However, at treatment doses, this medication has also been shown to inhibit a variety of tyrosine kinases including c-kit, M-CSF (via c-fms receptor), and PDGFRα and PDGFRβ. Before the advent of imatinib, CML was uncommonly associated with a variety of skeletal manifestations including diffuse osteoporosis, osteolytic, and osteoblastic lesions as well as chloromas (Schabel et al. 1980). In chronic phase CML, these skeletal manifestations are generally not present. The effects of imatinib on bone metabolism have been extensively studied and summarized in an excellent review by the Zannettino group (Vandyke et al. 2010a). The following sections describe the effects of imatinib on bone mineral metabolism.

### Altered phosphorus metabolism

Berman et al. (2006) first described altered phosphorus metabolism in patients receiving imatinib. Clinical trial data suggested a potential side effect of hypophosphatemia, which in turn was confirmed in 16 of 24 patients receiving pharmacological doses of imatinib for the treatment of CML or GIST. Correlation analysis showed that hypophosphatemia was associated with low serum levels of 25-OH D ($P=0.005$), 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D (1,25-OH D) ($P=0.04$), and calcium ($P=0.009$); however, the number of observations was small.

On the basis of nonspecific tyrosine kinase effects, the authors proposed a model whereby imatinib effects on PDGFRα and PDGFRβ led to decreased osteoblast and osteoclast activity respectively. Subsequent studies on imatinib showed prospective changes in phosphate metabolism in up to 50% of patients treated for GIST and CML.

Renal tubular reabsorption of phosphate plays a key role in overall phosphate balance, and is likely the major contributing factor to the hypophosphatemia observed in imatinib-treated patients vs other causes of hypophosphatemia such as decreased gut absorption or acute shift of extracellular phosphate into the cells (i.e. hungry bone syndrome or refeeding). Although it has also been hypothesized that increased bone formation due to imatinib could contribute to hypophosphatemia (Vandyke et al. 2010a), evidence for a sustained increase in bone formation/mineralization is lacking. One prospective study of CML patients reported that maximal tubular resorption of phosphate was consistently decreased relative to baseline levels over 18 months along with mild elevations in PTH levels relative to baseline that stayed in the normal range (O’Sullivan et al. 2009). This overall clinical scenario was consistent with secondary hyperparathyroidism with hypophosphatemia from decreased renal tubular phosphate reabsorption. This inappropriately high urinary phosphate in the face of hypophosphatemia could theoretically be mediated by any of the following: elevated PTH levels, renal tubular damage/dysfunction, fibroblast growth factor 23 (FGF23), or conceivably through other unknown off-target effects of kinase inhibition. The levels of the phosphaturic protein FGF23 in subsequent studies were not elevated in imatinib-treated patients (O’Sullivan et al. 2009) and the expected biochemical profile of FGF23-mediated hypophosphatemia (low levels of 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D$_3$ and normal PTH levels) has not been demonstrated. The authors found no evidence of Fanconi’s syndrome (urinary glucose and amino acid levels were undetectable in all samples at baseline and 3 months). One case report of imatinib-induced partial Fanconi’s syndrome with mild renal failure exists (François et al. 2008); another recent report of 20 imatinib-treated (for an unclear duration) CML patients found hypophosphatemia, a relative increase in PTH levels from baseline, and phosphaturia along with a novel finding along with the novel finding of nonselective aminoaciduria without proteinuria, glycosuria, or overt renal failure (urinary pH not reported) – possible ‘partial Fanconi’s syndrome’ (Ianotto et al. 2012). In summary, secondary hyperparathyroidism contributes to the hypophosphatemia and renal phosphate wasting seen with imatinib, although the relatively small increase in PTH makes it improbable that secondary hyperparathyroidism is the entire explanation for hypophosphatemia; whether partial Fanconi’s syndrome contributes is an open question.
Clinically, in adults, long-term negative phosphate balance could result in osteomalacia. Osteomalacia has not been reported in the literature. The diagnosis of Fanconi’s syndrome should be ruled out in any patient with low phosphate and phosphaturia. Nutritional vitamin D deficiency should be corrected in all imatinib-treated patients as it may ameliorate hypophosphatemia and hyperparathyroidism. Severe hypophosphatemia should be treated with calcitriol rather than with oral phosphate supplements, which have the potential to bind dietary calcium.

**Altered calcium metabolism** Relative hypocalemia as compared with baseline levels with secondary hyperparathyroidism appears to be a pattern with imatinib-treated patients. Berman *et al.* (2006) found that calcium levels were i) significantly lower in all imatinib-treated patients compared with controls and ii) among all imatinib-treated patients, significantly lower in the hypophosphatemic group compared with patients with normal phosphorus levels. As expected physiologically, PTH levels were higher in the imatinib-treated patients with lower calcium levels than those with normal calcium levels. In subsequent prospective investigation, imatinib-treated patients have also been confirmed to manifest a decrease in calcium levels with an associated increase in PTH levels (secondary hyperparathyroidism; O’Sullivan *et al.* 2009). Another prospective investigation by our group has also shown secondary hyperparathyroidism by and large unrelated to vitamin D deficiency or chronic renal insufficiency (Berman *et al.* 2013).

Serum calcium is tightly regulated via PTH and vitamin D via effects on bone, kidney, and the gastrointestinal tract. The expected effect of a decrease in ionized calcium is an immediate increase in PTH levels. PTH in turn works to restore the ionized calcium via the following mechanisms: increased renal calcium reabsorption in the distal tubule, increased intestinal calcium absorption via increased renal production of 1,25-OH D (calcitriol), and an increase in bone resorption/calcium efflux from bone. The causes of hypocalemia with elevations in serum PTH levels include i) PTH resistance or target organ (kidney and bone) unresponsiveness to PTH as well as, ii) vitamin D deficiency or resistance, iii) chronic kidney disease, or iv) extravascular deposition (via deposition in tissues or by binding within the vasculature). PTH resistance (impaired PTH action) is characterized by hyperphosphatemia and thus is unlikely to contribute. Vitamin D deficiency may contribute to secondary hyperparathyroidism in some cases, although many imatinib-treated patients display persistent secondary hyperparathyroidism in the face 25-OH D levels adequate to suppress PTH levels. Vitamin D resistance via increased metabolism to inactive metabolites is an uninvestigated possibility. This has been described with phenytoin, a hepatic enzyme inducer, although imatinib does not have this property. Vitamin D resistance via decreased 1-hydroxylation of calcidiol to calcitriol (1,25-OH D) in the kidney appears unlikely given that 1,25-OH D levels are not low in imatinib-treated patients (O’Sullivan *et al.* 2009). Vitamin D resistance via decreased calcitriol action is another possibility not yet investigated. Potentially, this could involve a direct effect of kinase inhibition to decrease calcium absorption via impaired calcitriol action. In some patients, poor gut absorption of calcium could also be due to adverse gastrointestinal effects (nausea and diarrhea) which are significant side effects of imatinib.

Long-term studies have provided some data on the effects of imatinib-induced decreases in serum calcium levels, secondary hyperparathyroidism, and phosphaturia on BMD and fracture risk. Recent 2-year prospective BMD data has demonstrated that ~50% of these patients develop decreases in BMD at the femoral neck and/or total hip, while maintaining stability at the lumbar spine; the distal radius was not evaluated (median duration of imatinib 31 months; range 1–71 months; Berman *et al.* 2013). Similarly, another group has shown a site-specific decrease in BMD at the femoral neck 24 months after initiation of imatinib, albeit with an associated increase in trabecular bone volume (Vandyke *et al.* 2012). Thus, given the stability seen at the spine, a site of trabecular bone, as compared with the femoral neck (both cortical and trabecular bone), imatinib might disproportionately affect cortical bone. Arguing against a preferential decrease at cortical sites is the data from the Vandyke group indicating a small increase in BMD at the distal radius over 24 months of follow-up.

Given the small numbers of patients treated in the published studies to date, it is impossible to discern whether imatinib has any effect on fracture risk. One premenopausal patient treated at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) with imatinib sustained an unexplained stress fracture of the hip which subsequently healed; biochemistry (including evaluation for secondary causes of bone fragility) and bone density were stable and unrevealing (unpublished data). This patient had no clinical evidence of osteomalacia. There is one reported case of bilateral subtrochanteric fractures in a 60-year-old female with CML who had received imatinib for 1 year. These insufficiency fractures had a similar anatomic
location, appearance, and prodrome (thigh pain) to ‘atypical’ fractures reported after long-term bisphosphonate therapy. The patient had normal BMD and evidence of decreased bone mineral apposition rate and loss of double-line tetracycline on bone biopsy (evidence of severely suppressed bone turnover; Yang et al. 2010). No definite conclusions can be drawn from these isolated cases.

We suggest that patients receiving imatinib ingest an amount of calcium and vitamin D from diet and/or supplements in accordance with current guidelines which may help to reduce secondary hyperparathyroidism (IOM 2011). In addition, if hyperparathyroidism is detected, the full differential diagnosis of causes should be explored.

**Effects on bone cells**

**Osteoclasts** Osteoclasts differentiate from hematopoietic stem cells into peripheral monocyte precursors from the macrophage lineage, forming multinuclear cells responsible for removing bone matrix through resorption (Fig. 1). There is now clear in vitro and in vivo evidence that imatinib decreases the ability of osteoclasts to resorb bone. The in vitro evidence for an anti-osteoclastic activity of imatinib ranges from murine systems showing a decrease in osteoclastogenesis in human CD14+ peripheral mononuclear cells (Ando et al. 2006, El Hajj Dib et al. 2006). More recently, the first evidence of decreased osteoclast number and activity in human bone of imatinib-treated patients was shown (Vandyke et al. 2012). Despite secondary hyperparathyroidism, biochemical markers of osteoclast activity have, by and large, not been found to be elevated (O’Sullivan et al. 2009). Long-term data will need to be accrued to show whether these cellular effects translate into altered clinical outcomes. Outcomes of interest include fracture risk and long-term side effects associated with potent antiresorptives such as atypical subtrochanteric femur fractures.

**Osteoblasts** Osteoblasts derive from human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) in the bone marrow and are responsible for de novo calcium phosphate deposition into the bone matrix while also regulating osteoclast differentiation and proliferation as shown in Fig. 1. Imatinib has been associated with mixed effects on osteoblast activity in vitro and in vivo. In vitro mineralization assays in osteoblast cell lines as well as human stromal cells show bone-forming activity with imatinib treatment (O’Sullivan et al. 2007, Fitter et al. 2008).

There is controversy whether patients undergoing imatinib treatment show altered levels of biochemical markers of osteoblast activity. A prospective study of imatinib treatment in CML patients showed transiently increased levels of PINP and osteocalcin at 3 months, followed by a return to baseline levels, and finally a nonsignificant reduction in bone formation markers at 18 months (O’Sullivan et al. 2009, Vandyke et al. 2012). This study contrasts with the findings of the original cross-sectional study and the subsequent prospective study, both by Berman et al. (2006), which showed chronic imatinib treatment was associated with decreased levels of osteocalcin without significant change in bone alkaline phosphatase (BAP). However, a key difference in these studies is the duration of treatment with imatinib – in the Berman study most patients were chronically treated. Rodent data have not supported a bone anabolic effect of imatinib (O’Sullivan et al. 2011). Most recently, bone histomorphometric prospective data in imatinib-treated patients showed, via serial iliac crest biopsy samples obtained at baseline and after 6, 12, and 24 months of treatment, i) no change in osteoblast numbers and ii) an increase in trabecular bone volume and trabecular thickness at 12 months but not at 24 months (the authors attributed the 24-month data to a lack of statistical power given that only eight patients had matched baseline and 24-month samples for analysis). The levels of BAP and PINP were not significantly altered during imatinib treatment. At the 24-month mark, there was a trend toward reduction in both of these markers (Vandyke et al. 2012). Osteocalcin levels were not measured, because at baseline most patients had undetectably low levels. In vitro, imatinib appears to inhibit proliferation of human MSCs, promote early but not late osteoblast differentiation, and inhibit the development of fully mature osteoblasts (Zhang et al. 1998, Jönsson et al. 2012). BAP is synthesized in early osteoblast progenitors, and osteocalcin is synthesized by more mature osteoblasts; the findings reported with chronic imatinib treatment (normal BAP and low osteocalcin) are consistent with in vitro data. In this report, the effect of imatinib on osteoblast differentiation was shown to depend on the drug concentration and also on osteoblast maturity (Jönsson et al. 2012).

**Dasatinib**

Dasatinib is a TKI targeted at BCR-Abl kinase, but which possesses higher potency than imatinib. Like its predecessor, dasatinib has off-target kinase effects (most significantly SRC kinase blockade) that impact bone metabolism.
Effect on bone cells: osteoclasts and osteoblasts

Dasatinib has been reported to inhibit osteoclastogenesis by inhibiting c-Fms osteoclast lineage progenitors (Fig. 1) and, indirectly, by inhibiting osteoblast-derived RANKL. In a rat model of physiologic bone turnover, it has been shown to increase trabecular bone volume likely via inhibition of osteoclast activity, while not having a significant effect on osteoblast parameters, suggesting that dasatinib may ‘dysregulate’ bone remodeling (Vandyke et al. 2010b). Another study has demonstrated direct MSC adipocyte differentiation at the expense of the osteoblast lineage (Borriello et al. 2011). This finding raises the potential for dasatinib to contribute to skeletal fragility as has been demonstrated with another class of drug, thiazolidinediones, that preferentially direct osteoblast differentiation toward adipocytes and increase fracture risk (Bilik et al. 2010). In contrast, in vivo data have shown increased osteoblastic differentiation from MSCs and increased osteoblastic activity, while also a downregulation of RANKL synthesis (Id Boufker et al. 2010). A final study showed differential effects on osteoblasts and osteoclasts leading to potential overlap of analgesia and resorption depending on drug concentration (Garcia-Gomez et al. 2012). Intriguingly, in this study, at low concentrations in mice, dasatinib was shown to favorably uncouple bone turnover and had an osteogenic effect as well as an inhibitory effect on osteoclasts.

According to the manufacturer’s single-dose toxicity evaluation in monkeys, bone resorption was inhibited and a decrease in serum calcium and phosphorus were observed. These findings were reversible or partially reversible within the 14-day recovery period. In vitro, dasatinib potently inhibited PTH-stimulated osteoclastic bone resorption in fetal rat long bones. Also, dasatinib blocked the normalization of plasma calcium in a thyro-parathyroidectomized rat model after PTH infusion (European Medicines Agency scientific discussion on dasatinib p46, available at: http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/medicines/human/medicines/000709/human_med_001062.jsp).

In chemotherapy-naive men with metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer (with bone metastases) and increasing prostate-specific antigen levels, dasatinib monotherapy was shown to significantly reduce urinary NTX (a marker of osteoclast activity) and BAP (a marker of osteoblast activity) in 51 and 59% of patients respectively (Yu et al. 2011). Concomitant bisphosphate therapy did not appear to affect these results. The bone ‘phenotype’ of prostate cancer patients with bone metastases generally involves markedly increased bone turnover with primarily osteoblastic metastases. In this setting, downregulation of unchecked bone turnover (and osteoblastic activity) at the site of the metastases is favorable; dasatinib may be useful.

In theory, dasatinib might be expected to exhibit a temporal increase in bone formation markers followed by a return to baseline, as does imatinib. However, in the setting of metastatic prostate cancer, this does not appear to be the case given the aforementioned bone turnover marker data was obtained at 12 weeks, the point at which imatinib appears to increase bone formation markers.

Altered calcium and phosphorus metabolism

Hypocalcemia and hypophosphatemia during dasatinib were found in patients with CML resistant or intolerant to imatinib, with highest incidence in advanced phase (12 and 18% respectively; Sprycel (dasatinib) package insert p10, available at http://packageinserts.bms.com/pi/pi_sprycel.pdf). Of patients with chronic phase CML, the incidence of hypocalcemia and hypophosphatemia was <1 and 10% respectively. In vitro, dasatinib dose dependently inhibited PTH-stimulated release of 45Ca into the medium of fetal rat long bones with an apparent IC50 of 2 nM. At 5 nM, dasatinib completely blocked PTH-stimulated bone resorption in vitro. The drug also blocked the normalization of plasma calcium in the thyro-parathyroidectomized rat model after infusion of PTH, evidence of anti-resorptive activity.

With respect to prostate cancer, secondary hyperparathyroidism is common among men with advanced disease (Murray et al. 2001), presumably for the most part due to increased calcium deposition into osteoblastic metastases. Future studies evaluating PTH levels in patients on dasatinib should take this physiology into account. Prostate cancer patients may thus be especially prone to hypocalcemia in the setting of potent antiresorptive drugs (intravenous bisphosphonates (IVBPs) and denosumab). Given that dasatinib also appears to affect PTH action and have antiresorptive activity, the risk of hypocalcemia could be theoretically magnified. Currently, in Phase II trials as treatment for a variety of cancers, subsequent data will help to clarify direct (SRC-mediated) and potential indirect (i.e. phosphate metabolism mediated) effects of dasatinib in comparison to imatinib on bone and mineral metabolism.

SRC inhibitor: saracatinib

Saracatinib is a newer ATP-competitive inhibitor of SRC kinase developed as targeted therapy for osteoporosis. In a Phase 1 trial carried out in healthy men, saracatinib reliably decreased biochemical markers of bone resorption by up to 88% from baseline after 24 h with no effect on bone metabolism.
formation markers and without serious adverse events (Hannon et al. 2010). The reported decrease in biochemical markers of bone resorption (CTX and UNTx) is comparable with that observed in studies of bisphosphonates in postmenopausal women. A study in patients with advanced solid malignancies metastatic to bone and resistant to standard treatment demonstrated significant dose-related reductions in bone resorption markers; there was a decrease in the bone formation marker, P1NP, but not in BAP (Hannon et al. 2012). Current Phase 1 trials in solid-tumor cancer patients with bone metastases will provide insights as to whether this drug will be useful in the setting of metastatic bone disease via its apparent anti-resorptive effects.

### VEGF inhibitors

Following the success of imatinib in delivering effective oral treatment for CML, multiple ATP mimetic small-molecule TKIs were developed for targets associated with multiple malignancies. VEGF has a key role in the osteoanabolic response (Towler 2003). The following description will focus on the primary targets of the described TKIs; nonetheless, therapeutic and off-target effects of multi-tyrosine kinase inhibition impart added potency and potential side effects to these agents. Within the VEGF inhibitor family, we shall focus on sunitinib and sorafenib as targets with reported bone metabolism endpoints.

#### Sunitinib

Sunitinib is a TKI, targeting among other kinases VEGFR1–3, PDGFRα and β, FLT3, CSR, and RET. This agent is currently approved for GIST after disease progression on or after intolerance to imatinib mesylate; for advanced renal cell carcinoma; and for progressive, well-differentiated pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (pNET) in patients with unresectable locally advanced or metastatic disease (Demetri et al. 2006, Motzer et al. 2012). Its mechanism of action is felt to be blockade of angiogenesis in the aforementioned tumors through VEGF-signaling disruption. Within the renal cell carcinoma population, there is probably a higher incidence of osteonecrosis of the jaw when IVBP therapy for bone metastases is combined with sunitinib (or sorafenib) than when IVBP is used alone; the mechanism for the increased risk remains unclear (Beuselinck et al. 2012). Possible etiologies for osteonecrosis of the jaw as a side effect in this population relate to the anti-angiogenic effects of sunitinib or antiresorptive activity, the latter which has been demonstrated by Sahi et al. in a small number of patients with RCC metastatic to bone and in a study of prostate cancer patients metastatic to bone (Dror Michaelson et al. 2009, Sahi et al. 2009, Agrillo et al. 2012, Baldazzi et al. 2012, Beuselinck et al. 2012).

#### Altered calcium and phosphorus metabolism

In a prospective evaluation of renal cell carcinoma in patients beginning treatment with sunitinib, new onset hyperparathyroidism with stable calcium and phosphorus levels has recently been demonstrated (Baldazzi et al. 2012). Serum creatinine levels were reported as normal, although GFR was not calculated. Eighteen of 26 patients (69.2%) developed hyperparathyroidism with normal serum calcium levels. The increase in PTH developed after a mean of 2.2 cycles of sunitinib (range, one to six cycles); after the drug was discontinued, in over 2–4 months, PTH levels returned to normal in all hyperparathyroid patients. As expected in the setting of hyperparathyroidism, there was a trend for increased 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D₃ levels. This study also found that patients with hyperparathyroidism had a marked reduction in 24-h urinary calcium values: mean urinary calcium, 20.3 mg/24 h, with an average decrease from the baseline of 94.14% (P < 0.001). The values for 24 h urinary phosphorus excretion were within normal limits and remained unchanged from baseline, although the fractional excretion of phosphorus was not calculated. Hypophosphatemia was observed in six patients, yet only three out of these six patients developed high PTH levels. The totality of this data again suggests inadequate vitamin D action because in theory, elevations in 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D₃ levels should augment gastrointestinal (GI) absorption of calcium and prevent the extremely low 24-h urine calcium values detected, even in the face of elevations in PTH levels. Either a direct TKI effect on vitamin D-mediated intestinal calcium absorption or a progressive diminution in oral calcium intake related to advanced cancer are the two explanations for the 24 h urine calcium findings. Alternatively, the authors hypothesized that sunitinib, similar to imatinib, might inhibit PDGFR on both osteoclasts and osteoblasts.

Finally, in a pNET Phase III study with sunitinib, there was a higher incidence of hypocalcemia and hypophosphatemia with sunitinib than with placebo (all grades hypocalcemia: 36% with sunitinib vs 22% with placebo; all grades hypophosphatemia 34% with sunitinib vs 19% with placebo). PTH levels and other metabolic bone parameters were not evaluated in this trial (Sutentw (sunitinib) package insert p29, available at: http://labeling.pfizer.com/ShowLabeling.aspx?id=607).

#### Sorafenib

Sorafenib is a TKI, targeting multiple molecular targets; primarily VEGFR2 in addition to FLT3,
PDGFR, and FGFR1. This agent is currently approved for treatment of metastatic renal cell carcinoma and advanced hepatocellular carcinoma, while also receiving attention as treatment of medullary and differentiated thyroid carcinoma (Cabanillas et al. 2010, Lam et al. 2010). Bone metastases from differentiated thyroid cancer appear to be less responsive to sorafenib than do other sites of metastases (Cabanillas et al. 2010). In the context of its primary indication for RCC, sorafenib is associated with improved outcomes in patients with unresectable disease that is metastatic to bone (Albiges et al. 2012).

Sorafenib has been shown to reduce the bone resorption marker, urinary NTX, in RCC metastatic to bone; although head-to-head comparison was not done, the magnitude of reduction was ostensibly less than that from IVBP and denosumab (Sahi et al. 2009). In addition, recent reports have suggested the utility of sorafenib for the treatment of unresectable high-grade osteosarcoma, a malignancy where excess osteoid is produced by the malignant cells (Grignani et al. 2012). Biochemical markers of bone turnover were not assessed in this study.

Sorafenib has been shown to induce muscle loss (sarcopenia) in patients with metastatic RCC (Antoun et al. 2010); this is of direct relevance to bone fragility given the emerging link between falls, fragility fractures, and sarcopenia (Lang et al. 2010).

**RET inhibitors**

**Vandetanib** Vandetanib is a member of a group of small-molecule TKIs with activity against the RET proto-oncogene and is approved by FDA for advanced MTC. In a double-blind trial of locally advanced or metastatic MTC with 2:1 randomization and a total of 330 patients enrolled, more patients had hypocalcemia in the drug-treated than placebo-treated groups (11 vs 3%); hypophosphatemia was not reported. There was also a higher risk of QT prolongation (of uncertain etiology) in the vandetanib-treated patients vs placebo (8 vs 1%; Wells et al. 2012). QT prolongation, torsades de pointes, and sudden death are included in a boxed warning on the drug-prescribing information; electrolytes are to be periodically monitored. In theory, patients with MEN-related hyperparathyroidism should be less likely to become hypocalcemic and more likely to become hypophosphatemic; this sub-analysis was not reported. Wells et al. (2012) included eight of 19 patients with locally advanced metastatic cancer with bone metastases, with notable effects on tumor regression and no observed effects on renal or calcium metabolism. However, in patients with locally advanced metastatic-differentiated thyroid cancer, vandetanib was found to increase vitamin D and calcium replacement requirements, cause no change in calcium levels, yet still did significantly increase PTH and 1,25(OH)(2) vitamin D levels. The authors noted that this suggested a decreased intestinal absorption of vitamin D or lack of sun exposure as a result of photosensitization (Brassard et al. 2011). Ten of 39 patients in this study (all MTC patients) had postoperative hypoparathyroidism. The authors carried out a sub-analysis on the hypoparathyroid patients and did not find significant changes in metabolic bone assays. It is probable that these patients would not be able to increase their PTH levels and thus be more vulnerable to hypocalcemia after treatment with vandetanib. In addition, clinically important hypocalcemia was possibly avoided via an increase in calcium and vitamin D supplementation. The values for 24 h urinary calcium levels were assessed only after patients were on drug and in general were unremarkable. Calcium absorption studies before and after drug treatment might help clarify whether vandetanib directly decreased intestinal calcium and vitamin D absorption and hence increased PTH levels. Decreased gut calcium absorption could also contribute to the observed drop in 25-OH D levels. Alternatively, the authors postulate that the findings could be due to a decrease in vitamin D action and note that, in their experience, severe hypercalcemia may occur if the ‘very high’ vitamin D doses required for sufficiency are not decreased when the TKI is stopped. Osteocalcin levels decreased after vandetanib treatment; resorption markers were not reported. Despite little or no cross-talk of the targeted tyrosine kinases by vandetanib, sunitinib, and imatinib inhibition, Brassard et al. observe increased levels of PTH, lower 25-OH D, and increased 1,25-OH D, suggesting a class effect. Long-term studies will be needed to assess metabolic bone effects of vandetanib given an otherwise tolerable side-effect profile.

**Cabozantinib** Cabozantinib (XL-184) is a nonselective RET inhibitor additionally targeting VEGFR2 and MET and currently approved by FDA for metastatic MTC (Kurzrock et al. 2011). Thyroid cancer may metastasize to bone in aggressive differentiated histologies or MTC, with preferential sites including vertebrae, pelvis, ribs, and femur, while portending poor prognosis in terms of survival and conveying a high risk of skeletal-related events (Kebebew et al. 2000, Pittas et al. 2000). Cabozantinib has additionally been studied in the context of castrate-resistant prostate cancer with metastatic bone involvement as part of a trial including advanced cancers (NCT00940225;
In this context, 55% of patients with metastatic castrate-resistant prostate cancer experienced >50% reduction in UNTx and 56% of patients experienced >50% reduction in alkaline phosphatase. Recently, the results of a randomized Phase II study revealed that 72% or patients had regression of soft tissue lesions and 68% of evaluable patients had improvement on 99Tc-methylene diphosphonate bone scan. Random assignment was halted early based on the activity of cabozantinib/improvement in progression-free survival. Bone turnover markers (total alkaline phosphatase and C-terminal telopeptide) decreased ≥50 in 57% of evaluable patients. Subjective improvement in bone pain was seen in 67% of subjects (79 of 116) with bone metastasis and complete resolution in 14 patients and 56% decreased or stopped narcotic usage (Smith et al. 2013). The bone scan represents the osteoblastic response to the tumor, and thus it is possible that cabozantinib has effects on both tumor and the bone microenvironment. Preclinical studies lend plausibility to theoretical effects of cabozantinib on the bone microenvironment; the hepatocyte growth factor (HGF)/MET pathway, which is targeted by cabozantinib, has been shown to affect expression in osteoblasts (Chen et al. 2012).

Two Phase III trials have been initiated in men with progressive disease as a treatment for bone metastases from castrate-resistant prostate cancer. The dual activity of cabozantinib for RET and VEGFR2 makes it an attractive agent for multiple cancer types and it is undergoing early trials in a wide variety of cancers including pancreatic, sarcoma, non-small-cell lung cancer, and breast cancer. On the basis of the above limited data, cabozantinib does appear to affect bone mineral metabolism and needs further exploration.

### Table 1 Summary of tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKIs) effects on bone metabolism at the cellular and macroscopic level

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibitor</th>
<th>Osteoclast effects</th>
<th>Osteoblast effects</th>
<th>Resorption</th>
<th>Formation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dasatinib</td>
<td>↓, Garcia-Gomez et al. (2012)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>↓b, Yu et al. (2011)</td>
<td>↓b, Yu et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorafenib</td>
<td></td>
<td>−</td>
<td>↓b, Sahi et al. (2009), Dror Michaelson et al. (2009), Maita et al. (2012),</td>
<td>No change, Dror Michaelson et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandetanib</td>
<td></td>
<td>−</td>
<td>↓b, Sahi et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Conflicting data.

Summary

The literature reviewed shows the promise of TKIs as a targeted therapy for multiple malignancies, while highlighting the importance of understanding the respective signaling pathways to anticipate potential side effects as summarized in Table 1. Even TKIs that do not have target receptors in common appear to have similar effects on bone metabolism, suggesting to an extent a class effect. In the case of imatinib, off-target kinase effects account for cellular effects leading to decreased osteoclastogenesis, possibly decreased overall bone turnover, as well as alterations in calcium and phosphate metabolism. It is difficult to discern the effect of chronic imatinib (or other TKI) therapy on risk for fragility fractures; no clear safety signal has emerged. Patients who are concomitantly receiving potent antiresorptive medications (bisphosphonates and denosumab) and TKIs that have potent inhibitory effects on osteoclast activity should be monitored for potential complications known to occur with the latter: acutely, hypocalcemia, and over the long term, osteonecrosis of the jaw and atypical subtrochanteric fractures. Most newer TKIs are being studied in the setting of advanced cancers, many of which can metastasize to bone. Thus, bone issues pertinent to a long-term therapy with imatinib for chronic-phase CML, such as long-term osteoporotic fracture risk, are ostensibly less relevant to such patients with a limited life expectancy – bone morbidity due to skeletal-related events has greater importance. We make note that the common TKI side effect of secondary hyperparathyroidism, classically thought to be a metabolic issue related to osteoporotic fracture risk, has recently been shown to have possible...
importance in the setting of zoledronic acid therapy for metastatic prostate carcinoma to bone – higher baseline PTH level was associated with decreased overall survival (Berruti et al. 2012). Newer classes of TKIs with potent antitumor effects will be likely associated with similar off-target effects on bone metabolism. In the setting of metastatic cancer to bone, the TKI class effect of osteoclast inhibition, combined with anti-tumor effects, theoretically should create synergy to lessen skeletal-related morbidity and mortality.
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